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Effects of good form and spatial frequency
on global precedence

LINDA L. LAGASSE
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts

Does the global precedence effect depend on the goodness of the global form and low spatial
frequencies? In Experiments 1 and 2, under a variety of attentional and task conditions, a global
advantage in response time (RT) occurred in "good," many-element compound patterns but not
in "poor," few-element patterns (unless the local elements were too small to be easily recognized).
Symmetric interference effects were found in all patterns, however, suggesting that global and
local information were encoded in parallel and that the global advantage in RT involved BOme
postperceptual processes. Experiments 3A and 3B showed that the global advantage in RT and
perceived pattern goodness depend on low spatial frequencies: Lowpass-filtered patterns rated
as "good" showed the usual global advantage in RT, but highpass-filtered, many-element forms
rated as "poor" did not. These findings suggest that a global advantage in RT requires an unam
biguous global form conveyed by low spatial frequencies.

An important issue in visual perception is how we come

to recognize objects and patterns derived from particular

arrangements of their parts. Gestalt psychologists have

long suggested that the perceptual coherence and domi

nance of wholes results from basic organizing principles

such as proximity, similarity, good continuation, and

closure (Koehler, 1947). From this view, the goodness

of the global form determines whether a pattern or its parts

would be recognized first. More current work has shown

that good form benefits all stages of information process

ing. For example, good form facilitates encoding (Bell

& Handel, 1976; Garner & Sutliff, 1974) as well as mem

ory and comparison processes (Checkosky & Whitlock,

1973).
Unlike the Gestalt view, recent work by Navon (1977,

1981, 1991) has suggested a different explanation for the

priority of wholes over parts. Navon's primary hypothe

sis is that the pattern or global level of a form is always

encoded faster than is more local information and hence

is available sooner to recognition and response processes.

The probable source for this temporal advantage is the

operation of fast-conducting, visual mechanisms tuned to

the low spatial frequencies of the global form (Navon,

1981; Petersik, 1978). Thus, according to this hypothe-
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sis, the low spatial frequencies of global patterns-not

their good form-mediate the advantage of wholes over

parts.

The present study examines whether either or both of

these explanations can account for the priority of wholes.

The good-form hypothesis is tested alone in Experiments

lA, IB, and 2, and with the spatial frequency hypothesis

in Experiments 3A and 3B. Two additional issues are ex

plored in Experiments lA and 2: (1) the effect of task

demands and attentional constraints on global precedence

and (2) the encoding hypothesis put forth by Navon

(1977). These issues are included to address some of the

controversies concerning the methodology and interpre

tation of Navon's results. Before reviewing relevant

studies on the effects of good form, an overview of the

methodological and theoretical basis of the global prece

dence effect is presented.

Background Studies of the Global Precedence Effect

The global precedence hypothesis has mainly been ex

plored with compound, hierarchical patterns (see Figure 1

for examples). A compound pattern consists of a large

(global) form made of small (local) forms. Typically, all

possible combinations of global and local shapes are used.

Navon's early work (1977, 1981) utilized a selective

attention task in which subjects had to identify the form

at either the global or local level. In addition, the stimu

lus was presented for a brief time in any of four locations

in the parafovea and was immediately followed by a mask.

The restrictive task conditions used by Navon elicited con

cern that his results did not represent a general process

ing advantage for the global pattern. Some subsequent

studies have reported that global precedence is dependent

on the method of stimulus presentation, such as brief pre

sentation time (Paquet & Merikle, 1984) in the parafovea

(Grice, Canham, & Boroughs, 1983; Pomerantz, 1983).

Copyright 1993 Psychonomic Society, Inc.
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But other studies have indicated that the global precedence

effect is not dependent on Navon's initial conditions. For

example, global precedence has been found with unlimited

exposure time (Miller, 1981; Pomerantz, 1983), without

a mask (Hoffman, 1980; Kinchla & Wolfe, 1979; Pomer

antz, 1983), in a divided-attention task (Miller, 1981;

Navon, 1983; Navon & Norman, 1983), and with foveal

presentation (Navon & Norman, 1983).

Although global precedence appears to be robust across

many tasks and attentional conditions, this is not a fore

gone conclusion. Thus, Experiments lA, IB, and 2 will

examine whether the association between good form and

global precedence is subject to task and attentional con

ditions.

The Encoding Hypothesis
In early studies, a global precedence effect was defined

by two phenomena: (I) global information was processed

on average faster than was the local information, and

(2) conflicting information on the global level interfered

with discrimination on the local level, but not vice versa

(Martin, 1979; Navon, 1977, 1981; Pomerantz, 1983).

That is, a square on the global level interfered more with

processing a diamond on the local level than vice versa.

The overall response time (RT) advantage is consistent

with the perceptual dominance of the pattern as opposed

to the parts. However, the co-occurrence of asymmetric

interference favoring the global level best supports

Navon's claim for a fixed global-to-Iocal order of pro

cessing, since it appears to indicate that global process

ing is not only faster on average than is local processing

but occurs prior to it.

An alternative explanation for Navon's (1977) faster

global processing is that, all other factors being equal,

the global form is more salient (i.e., more readily attended

to) hence more likely to be used first (Pomerantz, 1983;

Ward, 1982). This view is mainly supported by evidence

that global and local information are encoded in parallel

(Boer & Keuss, 1982; Miller, 1981). The purported post

perceptual locus for global precedence is not well

specified but usually involves attention or decision/re
sponse processes.

The encoding hypothesis is further challenged if the RT

advantage for global information does not co-occur with

asymmetric interference favoring the global. Navon and

Norman (1983) showed an overall global advantage in RT,

but there were equivalent amounts of interference from

conflicting information on either level. Although these

findings suggest that global and local information were

encoded in parallel, Navon and Norman argued that fast,

low-frequency input favored early confirmation of the

global shape (global advantage in RT) while partially en

coding the local shape as well (symmetric interference).

According to this view, the global advantage arises from

faster global encoding and faster global decisions. Thus,

global processing benefits from both encoding and post
perceptual processes.

Efforts to understand global precedence by interpret

ing the interference effects may be wholly misdirected.

Lamb and Robertson (1989) showed that a global advan

tage in RT and observed interference effects are indepen

dent effects. Furthermore, they arise from different brain

areas (Robertson, Lamb, & Knight, 1988). Patients with

lesions located in the superior temporal gyrus showed dif

ficulty with discrimination processes associated with in

terlevel interference, whereas patients with lesions in the

inferior parietal lobe showed deficits in spatial attention

linked to global processing time (Robertson et al., 1988).

In sum, the encoding explanation for global precedence

is disputed by evidence for parallel encoding of global

and local information and by divergence between a global

advantage in RT and observed interference effects. To

avoid confusion, the term "global precedence effect" will

henceforth be reserved for the theoretical processing pri

ority for global information; the term ••global advantage' ,

will refer to the observed RT advantage for global deci

sion and will serve as the primary dependent measure.

Measures of interference between levels are evaluated sep

arately with respect to their concordance with various con

ceptualizations of their association to the observed global

advantage.

Good Form and Global Precedence
One stimulus factor that could either facilitate encod

ing or attract attention to the global form is an emergent

Gestalt property (Hoffman, 1980; Ward, 1983). In this

case, any manipulation that reduced the goodness ofform

in the Gestalt sense may also eliminate a global advan

tage. Some studies have demonstrated that a global ad

vantage is eliminated if the local elements were sparse

(Martin, 1979; but see Navon, 1983) or if the arrange

ment of local elements was distorted (Hoffman, 1980).

Note that such changes typically undermine the good form

of the configuration (Koehler, 1947). However, not all

attempts to degrade pattern goodness have eliminated a

global advantage. In particular, two studies of the effect

of sparsity on global precedence have shown conflicting

results (Martin, 1979; Navon, 1983). Martin (1979) found

that patterns made of few local elements generated a lo

cal advantage in RT, whereas Navon (1983) found that

few-element patterns, as well as many-element patterns,

showed the typical global advantage.

Consider some differences in stimuli and task instruc

tion that might explain the robustness of the global ad

vantage in Navon's study and its vulnerability to sparsity

in Martin's study. The stimulus patterns used in the Martin

(1979) and Navon (1983) studies were different in kind

and in size. Navon's geometric shapes were about half

the size of Martin's letters. One explanation for the dis- .

parate findings is that a global letter is more easily

degraded than is a global geometric form. There is no

a priori reason to expect processing differences between

letters and other shapes in this paradigm, but it is possi

ble that features of the square-diamond shapes (e.g.,



closure) help preserve the coherence of the form even
when they are sparse. A better explanation is that spar
sity has less effect on perceived pattern goodness in
smaller patterns than in larger ones. That is, removing

local elements from a global form subtending 2.0 0

(Navon) degrades the quality of form less than if the global
form subtended 4.05 0 (Martin). Only in the Martin study
were ratings of the relative recognizability of the many

element and sparse forms obtained to verify that sparsity
actually compromised good form. Another possibility is

that the local elements of Navon's forms were simply too
small to discriminate easily.

The two studies differed in how subjects were instructed
to focus their attention and what they had to judge. In the
Martin (1979) study, subjects identified either the global

or local form in separate trial blocks (the original selective
attention, identification task used by Navon, 1977). In the
Navon (1983) study, subjects had a divided attention task

in which they judged whether two patterns were the same
or different (based on both levels). The measure of global
precedence was the RT advantage when the difference was
at the global level relative to when the difference was at
the local level. Navon favored the divided-attention,

same-different task because he postulated that a task that
did not restrict the attentional focus of the subject! or re
quire recognition of the form was more likely to elicit a
global advantage. It is possible, then, that the effect of

sparsity on the global advantage was attenuated by the task
conditions used by Navon.

EXPERIMENTIA

In Experiments IA and 2, the effects of pattern good
ness on global precedence were reexamined under varied

attentional and task conditions. The first part of Experi
ment IA used task conditions and stimulus forms that ap
parently facilitated a global advantage in the Navon (1983)

study. As in the Navon study, subjects judged whether
two patterns were the same or different on both the global
and local levels (divided attention task), whether the stim

ulus patterns were compound forms made of squares and
diamonds, and whether the goodness of the global form
was altered by varying the number of local elements con
stituting the configuration. Unlike in the Navon study, the
patterns were twice as large and were similar to those in
the Martin (1979) study, and the pattern goodness of the

global and local shapes were rated by the subjects.

Navon's suggestion that conscious attentional processes
might affect global precedence was tested in the second
part of Experiment IA by instructing the subjects to base
their same-different judgments on either the global or the
local level. Experiment 2 tested whether or not the task

instruction to identify the pattern would enhance the ef
fects of pattern goodness on global precedence and lead
to a local precedence effect as shown in the Martin study.

If global precedence is not easily perturbed by meth
odological nuances, then all variations of attentional and
task instructions should generate similar results. Two pre-
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dictions follow from the Gestalt perspective. If a global
precedence effect depends on the quality of the global con
figuration, then patterns having global forms rated high
in perceived goodness should produce reliable global

precedence effects. Those rated low should not.

Method
Subjects. Eight adult subjects participated, ranging in age from

24 to 44 years. All reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision
and were paid $5 per hour for their participation.

Apparatus. The stimuli were presented on the monitor of a
Macintosh SE computer. The mean luminance of the screen was
20 cd/m'. The Michelson contrast [(max luminance - min lu
minance)/(max luminance + min luminance») was .94. The com
puter also controlled the randomization and presentation of stimuli
together with the timing and recording of responses. The subjects
viewed the display at a distance of 60 cm. Two computer keys ("x"

, and".") were dedicated to recording the subjects' responses. Four
of the subjects used the index finger of their dominant hand to re
port same; four used their nondominant hand for same. In the good
ness rating tasks, all subjects used the right key (".") to choose
the display on the right and the left key ("x") to choose the dis
play on the left.

Stimuli. The stimulus patterns were constructed and labeled in
accordance with Experiment 2 of the Navon (1983) study. The pat
terns were compound forms consisting of global geometric shapes
made of local shapes. The figures were black on a white background.
The three stimulus sets shown in Figure I differed only in the size
of the global form and in the number and spacing of the local ele
ments. Each set contained all combinations of squares and diamonds.
The global shape in the many-element set consisted of eight local
elements. The global shape in the sparse set was equal in size to
the many-element set but had only four local elements. The global
shape in the dense set contained four local elements, but it was 74%
as large as the global patterns of the many-element and sparse sets.
The distance between midpoints of adjacent elements was 1.5 cm
(1.44°) in the many-element set, 3.0 cm (2.86°) in the sparse set,
and 2.0 cm (1. 91 0) in the dense set. Actual interelement distance
depended on the specific configuration of squares and diamonds.
For example, in the large square made of small squares, interele
ment spacing was .70 cm (.67°) in the many-element set, 2.20 cm
(2.10°) in the sparse set, and 1.20 cm (1.14°) in the dense set.

The height of the global square was 3.8 cm (3.62°) in the many
element and sparse sets and 2.8 cm (2.67°) in the dense set. The
height of the global diamond was 4.5 cm (4.29°) in the many
element and sparse sets and 3.3 cm (3.14°) in the dense set. The
local square in all sets was 0.8 cm (0.76°) wide and high. The lo
cal diamond in all sets was 1.0 cm (0.95°) wide and high. A pair
of figures was presented side by side 4 cm apart in the center of
the monitor. The width of the display subtended 11.5° for the many
element and sparse patterns and 9.4 0 for the dense patterns.

Design. For each stimulus set (many-element, sparse, and dense),
the subjects judged whether a pair of figures was the same or dif
ferent under two conditions: a divided-attention and a selective
attention task. In the divided-attention task, same was the correct
judgment only if the two displays were identical (i.e., each display
was a large square made of small diamonds). Differences were cor
rectly judged if the two displays differed on the global level, the
local level, or on both the global and local levels. In the selective
attention procedure, the subjects were told to base their judgment
of same or different on either the global or local level, depending
on the instructions. The shapes on the irrelevant level were always
the same across the stimulus pair.

The divided-attention task for each stimulus set contained 360
trials (120 for each stimulus set). On 50% of the trials, the two
patterns were identical (same). Of the remaining trials, 16 pairs
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Local Square Local Diamond

Many-element

Global square
••• •••
• • • •
••• •••

Global diamond • •• • •+ ••• •• • +••

•
Sparse

Global square • • • •
• • • •

Global diamond •

• •
•

•• ••

session. Thus, the subjects performed one divided-attention and four

selective-attention tasks per session. The four selective-attention

tasks for each stimulus set were always given consecutively. One

of the two goodness-rating tasks (global or local) was performed

last in the first session, and the other was performed last in the sec

ond session. The presentation order of the stimulus sets, the

goodness-rating tasks, and the global and local block of each

selective-attention task was balanced across subjects. Also for each

subject, the order of the divided- and selective-attention tasks and

the global-local blocks within each selective attention task alter

nated across sessions. In all tasks, each pattern appeared equally

as the right and left member of the stimulus pair.

Each task was preceded by a practice run in which the subject

saw at least one instance ofeach figure used in that task. The divided

attention task had 10 practice trials, the selective-attention task had

8 practice trials, and the goodness-rating task had 12 practice trials.

Feedback for accuracy and speed was printed on the screen after

each trial in the practice runs to help the subject get oriented to

the specific task directions .

For the selective- and divided-attention tasks, each trial began

with a I-sec display of a fixation point (a small star) in the center

of the screen, followed by the stimulus display. The subject's re

sponse turned off the stimulus. The intertrial interval between the

subject's response and stimulus onset was 2.5 sec. The subjects were

urged to respond as fast as possible without making errors. In the

goodness-rating tasks, the trial began with a word describing the

shape to be judged on that trial (e.g., "square" or "diamond")

centered near the top of the screen for I sec. The fixation point

and stimulus occurred as before.

Dense

Global square • • ••
• • ••

Global diamond • •• • • •• •
Figure 1. Stimulus sets for square and diamond patterns.

differed on the global level, 16 differed on the local level, and 16

differed on both global and local levels. The selective-attention task

had 240 trials (80 for each stimulus set). The 80 selective trials

for each stimulus set were presented in four blocks in which the

level (global or local) and the form on the irrelevant level (square

or diamond) were held constant in each trial block. For each block,

50% of the trials had identical patterns (same). The stimulus pairs

on the remaining trials had either global or local differences.

In addition to the two RT tasks, the subjects were also asked to

rate the goodness of the forms in a forced-choice task. In a trial,

the subjects were shown two of a given display from different stim

ulus sets (e.g., a large square made of small diamonds from the

many-element set and the sparse set) and asked to select in which

display it was easier to recognize the form. Good form should facili

tate recognition of the pattern (Robertson, 1986). The subjects made

the jUdgment on the global forms and on the local forms in sepa

rate trial blocks. Each trial block contained 72 trials.

Procedure. Each subject performed all tasks in three sessions,

each approximately 45 min long. One stimulus set was used in each

Results and Discussion
Goodness ratings. The global form of the many

element pattern was judged to be the easiest to recognize.
It was judged as easier 88 % of the time relative to sparse
patterns and 83 % of the time relative to dense patterns.
These values exceeded chance in both instances [t(7) =

3.0,p < .03,andt(7) =2.51,p < .05, respectively].

In contrast, density had little effect on perceived good
ness of the global form. The subjects chose dense pat
terns over sparse patterns on 57% of the trials (t < 1).

The number and spacing of the local elements had lit
tle effect on the perceived goodness of the local form.
The subjects judged sparse patterns as easier to recog
nize than many-element patterns on 68 % of the trials,

dense patterns as easier to recognize than many-element
patterns on 59% of the trials, and sparse patterns as eas
ier to recognize than dense patterns 62 % of the time. None
of these percentages significantly exceeded chance [t(7) <
1.37, p > .10, in each instance].

Divided-attention task. Error rates shown in Table I
were low (mean = 2.8%). The results of an analysis of
variance (ANOVA) on individual mean error rates [sub
jects x stimulus set x type of trial (same trials and those
with global differences, local differences, or both)] showed

no systematic pattern among the four types of trials
[F(3,21) = 1.22, p = .33], the stimulus sets (F < 1),
or their interaction (F < 1). A speed-accuracy tradeoff
was not indicated. Incorrect responses were excluded from

further analyses.
Table 1 shows the mean RTs in each stimulus set for

the same trials and global differences, local differences,
or differences at both levels. Note that many-element pat-
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Table 1

Mean Response Times (RTs, in Milliseconds) for Same and Different T r i ~ ~ s ~ . S t i ~ ~ l u ~ S e ~ i _ ~ _ ! ~ ! _ ! > ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ A t t e n t i o n Task

Type of Trial

Different

ER M ER M ER

Redundancy

GaintStimulus

Set M

Same Local Global

M

Local &

Global

ER

Global

Advantage* .

M SE M SE

Many

Sparse

Dense

676

645
563

2.1% 743 6.2% 632 1.9%

3.1% 726 2.5% 688 2.5%

2.2% 620 3.1% 608 3.1%

592

655

574

1.3%

3.1 %

1.9%

111:j: 43

38 28
12 19

40§

33
34

8

26

18

Note-ER = error rate.

:j:p < .05. §p < .01.

*Local different RT minus global different RT. tGlobal different RT minus local + global different RT.

terns showed a large global advantage (difference =
III msec), whereas the global advantage was relatively

smaller in the sparse (difference = 38 msec) and dense

(difference = 12 msec) sets. Furthermore, RTs for trials

with differences on both levels were faster than RTs for

trials with global differences (mean difference = 35 msec),

suggesting the possibility of interlevel facilitation or

redundancy gain.

An ANOVA was performed on the individual mean RTs

[subjects x stimulus set x type of trial (same trials and

those with global differences, local differences, or both)].

The critical interaction between stimulus set and the type

of trial was reliable [F(6,42) = 2.74, P < .03]. Planned

contrasts assessed the global advantage within each stim

ulus set. A reliable global advantage only occurred in the

many-elementset[F(1,7) = 6.76,p < .04]. The global

local differences in the sparse and dense patterns were

not reliable [F(I,7) = 1.90,p = .21,andF < l,respec

tively]. The main effects for the type of trial and stimu

lus set did not reach significance [F(3,2l) = 3.04, p <
.06, and F(2,14) = 1.67, P = .22, respectively].

Although the present data were derived from a divided

attention, same-different task similar to Navon's (1983)

method, the results more closely resemble Martin's (1979)

findings, in which the size of a global advantage is influ

enced by the number of local elements constituting the

global configuration. Moreover, the perceived goodness

of the global form (as rated by the subjects) reflected the

sparsity manipulation and predicted the occurrence of a
global advantage.

Redundancy gains. If global information is encoded

and available before local information, as suggested by

Navon (1977), then patterns with both global and local

differences and those with only global differences should

generate equivalent RTs. However, if local differences

improve processing beyond that attained when only the

global source is available (redundancy gain), then a strict

global-to-local processing order is ruled out (Miller,

1981). As seen in Table 1, the redundancy gains derived

from the three stimulus sets were similar in magnitude

(average = 35 msec). However, when each stimulus set

was tested separately, the value was only reliable in the
many-element set [F(1,7) = 23.33, p < .01], not in the

sparse and dense sets [F(1,7) = 1.49,p = .26, andF(I,7)

= 3.35, p = .11, respectively]. At the least, these data

show that local information is occasionally encoding faster

than global information. 2 The statistical results, however,

suggest that fast encoding of local information is only

found in those patterns that generated a global advantage,

which is not consistent with Navon's early encoding

hypothesis.

Interference effects. If a global precedence effect re

sults from earlier encoding of the global versus the local

form, then global information inconsistent with local in

formation could delay or interfere with local judgments,

but not vice versa. Two types of trials-same trials and

trials with differences on both levels-allowed for a com

parison between consistent (e.g., a large square made of

small squares) and inconsistent patterns (e.g., a large

square made of small diamonds). Since the same-different

task required the subjects to compare shapes between the

stimulus pair rather than within a single pattern, the con

sistency of form within a single stimulus is irrelevant to

the task but difficult to ignore. If global information is

encoded first, a distinct pattern of interference should oc

cur in trials with differences on both levels. Many-element

patterns that show a global advantage should yield simi

lar RTs for consistent and inconsistent judgments because

detecting the global difference is sufficient to make the

correct response. Conversely, few-element patterns in

which no global advantage is observed should show longer

RTs for inconsistent patterns because contradictory infor

mation interferes with whichever level is evaluated first.

A similar but weaker prediction can be made for same

trials. In many-element patterns, global forms are likely

to be compared before local forms. In this case, only the

local comparison is subject to interference (by conflict

ing global information). In few-element patterns, the com

parisons may be performed in any order, and either form

is likely to sustain interference by conflicting informa

tion on the other level. Thus, for same trials, many

element patterns are likely to show less interference than
are few-element patterns.

An ANOVA of the individual mean RTs [subjects x

stimulus set X type of trial (same trials and trials with

differences on both levels) x consistency] tested these

predictions. On average, RT was 29 msec longer for in

consistent patterns than for consistent patterns [F(1,7) =
9.33, P < .02]. All three stimulus sets showed this ef

fect, and there was no reliable interaction between the con

sistency factor and either stimulus set or type of trial

(F < 1) in each instance. Thus, the magnitude of the in-
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Table 2

Mean Response Times (RTs, in Milliseconds) for Same and Different Trials by Stimulus Set in the Selective-Attention Task

Same Different

Global Global

Stimulus Local Global Advantage* Local Global Advantage*

Set M ER M ER M SE M ER M ER M SE

Many 698 5.6% 598 3.8% lOOt 9 736 4.4% 616 3.8% 120t 24

Sparse 610 3.8% 623 3.8% -II 63 663 6.3% 644 3.1% 19 43

Dense 613 4.4% 596 3.8% 17 17 653 1.9% 662 2.5% -9 43

Note-ER = error rate. *Local RT minus global RT. tp<.OO1.

terference effects was not predicted by the global advan
tage in RT. Instead, interlevel interference occurred in
both many-element and few-element forms, suggesting
that encoding differences between global and local infor
mation as specified by interlevel interference might not
account for the global advantage shown in many-element

patterns.
Selective-attention task. In this task, global and local

RTs and error rates could be compared on same trials as
well as on different trials. Error rates (mean = 3.9%) are
shown in Table 2. The results of an ANOVA of individ
ual mean error rates [subjects x stimulus set x type of
trial (same vs. different) X level (global vs. local)] showed

no reliable differences between same and different trials
(F < 1), among the stimulus sets [F(2,14) = 1.16, P =
.34], or between global and local responses (F < 1). All
interactions between the factors were also nonsignificant

[F < 1 for each two-way interaction, and F(2,14) =
2.40, P = .13, for the three-way interaction]. As a
speed-accuracy tradeoff was not indicated, incorrect re
sponses were excluded from further analyses.

The RT data shown in Table 2 essentially replicate the

findings from the divided-attention task. In both same and
different trials, the global advantage in RT was larger in
the many-element set than in the few-element sets. An
ANOVA of individual mean RTs [subjects X stimulus
set X type of trial (same vs. different) X level (global
vs. local)] showed that the critical interaction of stimulus

set and level was reliable [F(2,14) = 4.44, P < .04], with
no interaction with type of trial (F < 1). Further planned
contrasts indicated that the difference between global and
local RT was reliable in the many-element set [F(1,7) =

57.03, p < .001] but not in the sparse or dense set

(F < 1 in each instance). The reported significance levels
are adequate when adjusted for multiple comparisons
(modified Bonferroni test).

Ifglobal precedence results at least in part from atten
tional processes, then a task that constrains attention to

either the global or local level might reduce the magni
tude of the global advantage (Navon & Norman, 1983).

An analysis of both tasks together [subjects X stimulus
set x type of trial (local vs. global) X task (divided vs.

selective attention)] showed the expected interaction be
tween stimulus set and the type of trial [F(2, 14) = 8.60,
P < .01], with a reliable global-local difference in the
many-element set [F(I,7) = 13.76, p < .01] but not in
the sparse or dense sets (F < 1 in both instances). The
significance levels were sufficient when adjusted for the

multiple follow-up tests (modified Bonferroni test). The
interesting finding is that there was no significant main

effect for the attention factor (F < 1) for any interaction
between attention and stimulus set [F(2, 14) < 2.61, P >
.10], or for the type of trial (F < 1). Restricting atten

tion by task directions did not affect either the overall re
sponse latency or the occurrence or magnitude of the
global advantage.

These results provide further support for the view that

a global precedence effect depends on the quality of the
global form. Reducing the number of elements lowered
perceived ratings of goodness and eliminated a global ad
vantage. Furthermore, these data show that the process
ing advantage for global information in many-element
forms was not easily disrupted by conscious attentional

strategies. In the selective-attention task, the subjects had
only to judge information on one level with no distract
ing variation on the irrelevant level. Yet a global advan
tage still occurred in many-element patterns, suggesting
that global precedence arises from a processing bias
toward the pattern over its parts, providing that the pat

tern is well-structured. Moreover, although good form,
as well as postperceptual processes, might enhance en
coding, evidence of interlevel interference in both "good"
and "poor" patterns suggests that global and local infor

mation was encoded and available within a similar time
course in all patterns. As a consequence, the effects of
good form are reasonably ascribed to a postperceptual

process.
Although the stimuli and method in the present study

(particularly the divided-attention task) were based on the
Navon (1983) study, the results failed to replicate Navon's
findings, in which a global precedence effect occurred in
both few- and many-element patterns. One difference be

tween the Navon study and the present one is the size of
the global and local forms. Navon's patterns were half
as large as those in the present study. The next experi
ment examined whether sparsity reduces global prece
dence only in large patterns (replication of Experi

ment lA) but not in small ones (replication of the Navon
study).

EXPERIMENT IB

The primary objective of this experiment is to deter
mine if the discrepant findings between Experiment lA
and the Navon (1983) study can be attributed to the size
of the patterns. If so, then we must consider how this oc-
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Table 3
Mean Global Advantage- (in Milliseconds)

by Stimulus Format and Size

tion in the second section was the reversal of that in the first sec

tion. This counterbalancing scheme generated six orders across the
size and stimulus-set factors.

The rating task was completed in one 30-min session. Half of

the subjects performed global ratings first; the other half performed

local ratings first. For the subjects performing both procedures,

the two sessions were separated by approximately 3 weeks, with

the divided-attention task presented first. Since half of the subjects

in the rating task had never seen these compound patterns while

half had participated in the divided-attention task, the effects of prior

experience with the stimuli could be examined.

Results and Discussion
Divided-attention task. The analyses of these data

directly test the hypothesis that the size of the pattern
mediates the effects of sparsity on global precedence. The
global advantage (local minus global) in error rates and
RTs was calculated separately for large and small patterns

in the many- and few-element (average of sparse and
dense) format. These data are presented in Table 3.

The error values presented in Table 3 show a small
global advantage in accuracy (2.8 %). An ANOYA of the
individual mean global advantage in error rates (subjects

x stimulus format x size) showed no reliable effect for
stimulus format[F(l, 17) = 2.40, p = .14], size (F < I),
or their interaction (F < 1). There was no evidence for
a speed-accuracy tradeoff, and incorrect trials were ex
cluded from further analysis.

As shown in Table 3, the magnitude of the global ad
vantage in RT was similar in the many-element versions

of both large and small patterns and in the few-element
versions of the small forms. The few-element, large pat

terns showed a small local advantage. The analysis of

these data included the between-subject factor for order
(six levels) to determine whether the order of presenta

tion might interact with the sparsity and size manipula
tions. An ANOYA on the individual mean global advan
tage in RT (subjects x order x stimulus format x size)

confirmed a reliable interaction between stimulus format
and size [F(l,12) = 7.00, p < .03J. Planned compari
sons showed that for many-element patterns, the global
advantage did not differ between the large and small ver

sions (F < 1), whereas for few-element patterns, the
local-global difference was larger in small patterns than

in large patterns [F(l, 17) = 3.11, P < .01]. Reported
significance levels were adequate when adjusted by the

modified Bonferroni procedures. These findings support
the hypothesis that sparsity reduces global precedence if
the patterns are as large as those used in Experiment 1A

curs. One possibility is that the sparsity manipulation may

have less effect on perceived pattern goodness in small
patterns. Another possibility is that the small size of
Navon's local shapes may have contributed to their slower
processing and obscured the effects of sparsity. Although
local elements in Experiment lA subtended 0.8 0

, Navon's

local elements were 0.23 0
, a size approaching acuity limits

(Navon, 1983; Navon & Norman, 1983).
To test these hypotheses, the divided-attention task used

in Experiment lA was repeated both with the same pat
terns and with patterns approximately half as large. Rather
than rating good form by the forced-choice procedure of
Experiment lA, the subjects rated the goodness of form
of large and small patterns individually on a 5-point rat

ing scale. This procedure avoided a direct comparison be
tween large and small patterns, which could have favored

the more salient large forms.

Method
Subjects. Eighteen subjects participated in the divided-attention

task and 12 subjects participated in the rating task. Six subjects par

ticipated in both tasks in separate sessions 3 weeks apart. In these

cases, the divided-attention task was performed in Session I. The

age of the subjects ranged from 18 to 35 years. All reported nor

mal or corrected-to-normal vision and were offered course credit

for their participation.

Stimuli. The apparatus and set-up were identical to those in Ex
periment IA. The large stimulus forms were also the same as in

Experiment IA. The small stimulus forms were identical to the large

patterns except that they were approximately half as large. The size
parameters for the small patterns were as follows: The height of

the global square was 2.0 cm (1.91 0) in the rnany-element and sparse

sets and 1.5 cm (1.43°) in the dense set. The height of the global

diamond was 2.5 cm (2.39°) in the many-element and sparse sets
and 1.75 cm (1.67°) in the dense set. In all sets, the local square

was 0.4 cm (0.38°) wide and high, and the local diamond was

0.5 cm (0.48°) wide and high. In the divided-attention task, the

small patterns were presented 2.2 cm apart in the center of the mon

itor. The width of these displays was 5.90° for many-element and

sparse patterns and 4.95 ° for dense patterns.

Design. The same divided-attention task used in Experiment IA

was employed. Recall that many-element, sparse, and dense pat

terns were presented in separate blocks. Thus, there were six blocks

of trials in this experiment (two sizes x three stimulus sets).

Unlike in the forced-choice rating procedure of the previous ex

periment, a single pattern was presented on each trial. The sub

jects were required to rate the goodness or recognizability of the

global or local shape by using a 5-point scale. The subjects registered

their response by depressing the appropriate key labeled I through

5 on the computer keyboard. A rating of I indicated that the form

was very hard to recognize, whereas a rating of 5 indicated that

the form was very easy to recognize. Separate blocks were run for

global and local forms, but large and small patterns were randomly

presented within the same block. This permitted a comparison of

ratings between sizes without simultaneous presentation, which could
have favored the larger forms. Each block contained 96 trials. The

first 24 trials were considered practice and were excluded. The de

pendent measure was the mean rating of patterns of each stimulus
set and size.

Procedure. The divided-attention task (six blocks) was performed

in a I-h session. During the first section of the session, half of the

subjects saw the small patterns, and half saw the large patterns.
The alternate size patterns were shown in the second section. In

each section, the six possible orderings of three stimulus sets were

balanced across subjects. For each subject, the order of presenta-

Stimulus Set

Many-element
Few-element

Note-ER = error rates.

Size of Patterns

Large Small

M ER M ER

85 .9% 99 5.2%
-15 2.3% 73 2.8%

*Local RT minus global RT.
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but not if they are as small as those used by Navon (1983).

In addition, reliable main effects were found for size

[F(l,12) = 6.20, p < .03] and stimulus format[F(l, 12)

= 13.46, p < .01], but these are best considered in light

of the interaction.
The main effect for order was reliable [F(5,12) = 3.82,

p < .03], but the pattern among the six orderings was

not systematic. The nonsignificant interaction between

order and size (F < 1), stimulus format [F(5,12) =

1.056, p = .43], or their interaction [F(5,12) = 2.95,

p = .06] suggested that order did not mediate the associ

ation between the size of the patterns and the effects of

sparsity.
Goodness ratings. Table 4 shows the mean rating for

global and local forms in each stimulus set for large and

small patterns. The mean global ratings were similar in

magnitude for large and small patterns (means = 3.45

and 3.46, respectively), whereas mean local ratings were

higher for larger patterns (mean = 3.87) than for smaller

ones (mean = 3.05). Both large and small patterns show

similar effects of sparsity on perceived pattern goodness.

In both cases, global ratings were higher for many-element

patterns than for sparse or dense patterns, whereas local

ratings showed relatively little change across stimulus sets.
The analysis of these data also contained two between

subject factors, order and experience. Recall that half of
the subjects performed the global ratings first and half

performed the local ratings first. Furthermore, half of the

subjects in each ordering had participated in the RT task,

whereas the others had no prior experience with the com

pound patterns used in this study. An analysis of the in
dividual mean ratings [subjects x order x experience x
type of trial (global vs. local) x size x stimulus set]

yielded only four reliable effects. The observation that
only local ratings were affected by the size of the pattern

was confirmed by the reliable interaction of size and type

of trial [F(l,8) = 7.86, p < . 01]. Global ratings were

very similar for the large and small patterns (means =
3.45 and 3.46, respectively), whereas local ratings were

higher for large patterns (mean = 3.87) than for small
ones (mean = 3.05). The hypothesis that the size of the

patterns affects local ratings more than global ratings was

confirmed [F(l,ll) =8.47,p < .02]. In sum, small 10

cal forms were harder to recognize than were large local

forms, whereas small and large global forms appear to

be equally recognizable.

Table 4

Mean Ratings of Good Fonn for Global and Local Patterns

_____b - = - y _ S ~ t _ i m _ u ~ l u s _ S e t and Stimulus Size

___,__,, l'ype_~f_'I'~I _
Global Local

--------- ---_.
Stimulus Set Large. Small _, Large_~ Small_._ ..

Many 3.97 3.92 3.94 3.16
Sparse 3.11 3.26 3.76 2.94

Dense 3.29 3.21 3.91 3.05

Mean 3.45 3.46 3.87 3.05
._---,--

The effect of sparsity on global-local ratings was shown

by the reliable interaction of stimulus set and type of trial

[F(2,16) = 7.86,p < .01]. Simple effects tests showed
that for global ratings, many-element patterns were judged

higher in pattern goodness than were sparse patterns

[F(1,16) = 19.35,p < .001] or dense patterns [F(l,16)
= 16.15, p < .001]. For local ratings, there were no reli

able differences among the stimulus sets (F < 1). These

significance levels were adequate when adjusted by modi

fied Bonferroni procedures. Furthermore, the nonsignifi

cant interaction of size, stimulus set, and type of trial

[F(2,16) = 1.29, p = .30] supports the observation that

large and small patterns showed similar effects of sparsity.

The important finding is that sparsity reduces pattern

goodness in configurations as large as those used in Ex

periment 1A and as small as those used by the Navon
(1983) study.

In addition to these interactions, there were also reli

able main effects for size [F(1,8) = 6.89, p < .04] and

stimulus set [F(2,16) = 12.69, p < .001], but these ef

fects appeared to be by-products of the previous inter

actions. Furthermore, there was no evidence in these data

that prior experience with the patterns or order of pre

sentation affected the subjects' ratings. All other main and

interaction effects were nonsignificant [F(1, 16) < 2.62,

p > .11, for effects involving stimulus set, and F(l, 16)

< 3.10, p > .12, for all others].

In sum, these data show that the size of the stimuli may

determine whether sparsity reduces global precedence.

Sparsity reduced the observed global advantage in pat

terns subtending approximately 4° (Experiment 1A) but

not in patterns half as large (similar to the Navon study).

However, the maintenance of a global advantage in small,

few-element patterns does not reflect a preservation of

pattern goodness under the sparsity manipulation. Spar

sity reduced global ratings in both large and small pat

terns. Rather, the rating data suggested that small patterns

have local elements that are difficult to discriminate and

hard to process. Thus, small configurations may not pro

vide a strong test of the effects of sparsity on global prece

dence because the relative discriminability of the global

and local forms may be too strongly biased toward the
global forms.

EXPERIMENT 2

The previous experiments examined some factors that

might mediate the effects of sparsity on global precedence.

Although task-directed attentional constraints did not inter

act with the sparsity manipulation, sparsity only reduced

the global advantage when patterns were as large as those
used by Martin (1979) and not when patterns were as small

as those used by Navon (1983). A third factor that could

influence how sparsity affects global precedence is the

processing requirements of the task itself.

Navon (1983) had suggested that global precedence is
less vulnerable to the effects of sparsity if it is derived

from a task that did not require form recognition (e.g.,



same-different task). A strong interpretation of this claim
is ruled out by the results of the same-different task in
Experiment lA, in which the global advantage was re
duced and unreliable in few-element patterns. Although
the present results are more consistent with the Martin
(1979) study than with the Navon (1983) study, they do
not replicate the local precedence effect elicited by Mar
tin's sparse forms. Navon's conjecture provides an ex
planation. If good form is even more important to global
precedence when subjects must identify (hence recognize)
the shape, as they did in the Martin study, then "poor"
global forms would be expected to produce a local prece
dence effect. In Experiment 2, this hypothesis was tested
by presenting to subjects a single pattern on each trial and
asking them to identify either the global or local form in
separate trial blocks. Unlike in Experiment IA but in ac
cord with the Martin study, the forms on the irrelevant
level varied across trials, providing an opportunity to ex
amine interlevel interference.

Method
Subjects. Eight adult subjects participated. Five had also partic

ipated in Experiment IA. 3 The age range was 24 to 44 years. All

reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The subjects were

paid $5 per hour for their participation.

Stimuli. The apparatus and set-up were identical to those in the

previous experiment. The stimulus forms were the same as in Ex

periment IA. However, only a single display was presented on each

trial.

Design. A selective-attention, identification task was used in which

the subjects were told to identify the shape at either the global or

local level, depending on the specific instructions for the condi

tion. There were two choices: "square" or "diamond." Each com

bination of global and local form appeared equally often so that

the shapes on the irrelevant level were not correlated with the shapes

on the relevant level or held constant. The global and local shapes

in a given display were either the same (consistent) or different (in

consistent), providing an assessment of interference from conflict

ing information on the irrelevant level. There were separate trial

blocks for each stimulus set (many, sparse, and dense) and type

of judgment (global vs. local). Each block consisted of 40 trials,

allowing 10 repetitions of each combination of the two shapes. The

total number of trials in the experiment was 240.
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The Sand D keys always recorded square or diamond decisions,

respectively. The subjects placed both index fingers on the desig

nated keys, pressing the key appropriate to their decision. The map

ping of the response keys to square and diamond decisions was held

constant across tasks and subjects, since data from both shapes were

analyzed together.

Procedure. Each subject performed all conditions in one 45-min

session. The order of presentation of the stimulus sets (many

element, sparse, or dense) and type of response (global or local)

was counterbalanced within and across subjects.

For each trial block, the subjects were told to base all decisions

on either the global or local level. A practice session of eight trials

preceded each block in which the subject saw two examples of each

pattern and received accuracy and RT feedback after each trial. Each

trial began with a fixation point (a small star) in the center of the

monitor for I sec. The stimulus pattern followed immediately and

was terminated by the subject's response. The intertrial interval was

2.5 sec. The subjects were urged to respond as quickly as possible

without making errors.

Results and Discussion
Error rates are shown in Table 5. The mean error rate

was 5.69%. An ANOVA on individual mean error rates
[subject X stimulus set X type of trial (global vs. local)
X consistency] showed higher errors rates for inconsis
tent patterns [F(1,7) = 8.99, p < .03]. Further analysis
of the reliable main effect for stimulus set [F(2,14) =
5.52, p < .02] showed that sparse patterns had lower er
rors rates than did either many-element patterns [F(1,7) =
5.9, p < .05] or dense patterns [F(1,7) = 12.67, P <
.01]. Error rates did not differ between global and local
trials [F(1,7) = 2.43, p = .16]. More directly related to
global precedence, there was no reliable interaction be
tween stimulus set and type oftrial [F(2,14) = 1.88, p =
.19] or between these factors and the consistency factor
[F(2,14) = 1.7,p = .23]. The highest error rate (mean =
8.8%) was found for local decisions in the many-element
patterns. Since this condition also showed the longest RT
(mean = 470 msec), a speed-accuracy tradeoff was not
indicated. Incorrect trials were excluded from further
analysis.

Global Advantage. The global and local RTs for cor
rect consistent and inconsistent trials in each stimulus set

Table 5
Mean Global and Local Response Times (RTs, in Milliseconds)

by Stimulus Set and Pattern Consistency

Type of Trial Global

Stimulus Local Global Advantage*

Set Consistency M ER M ER M SE

Many Inconsistent 485 11.9% 433 5.0% 52§ 17

Consistent 456 5.6% 405 4.4% 51§ 17

Consistency effectt 29 6.3% 28 .67%

Sparse Inconsistent 435 8.1 % 462 4.4% -27 17

Consistent 409 2.5% 413 1.3% -4 13

Consistency effectt 26 5.6% 49 3.1%

Dense Inconsistent 435 9.4% 478 8.8% -43:j: 17

Consistent 423 4.4% 431 2.5% -8 19

Consistency effectt 12 5.0% 47 6.3%

Note-ER = error rates. *Local RT minus global RT. tInconsistent RT minus consistent

RT. :j:p<.05. §p<.02.
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are shown in Table 5. Similar to the results of Experi

ment lA, a global advantage only occurred in many

element patterns. In addition, sparse and dense patterns

showed a small local advantage. An ANOVA on individ

ual mean RTs [subjects x stimulus set x type of trial

(global vs. local) by consistency] confirmed the interaction

between stimulus set and type of trial [F(2, 14) = 10.81,

P < .001]. Averaged across the consistency factor, the

many-element patterns showed a 51-msec global advan

tage [F(I,7) = 13.98, P < .01], whereas the sparse set

showed a 16-msec local advantage [F(l,7) = 1.21, P =

.31] and the dense set showed a 25-msec local advantage

[F(l ,7) = 2.50, P = .16]. Reported significant levels

were adequate for multiple comparisons (modified Bon

ferroni test). The main effects for stimulus set or type of

trial were not reliable (F < 1 in each case).

As suggested by the Martin (1979) study, the present

identification task elicited a global advantage in the

"good," many-element patterns and a local advantage in

the "poor," few-element patterns. But the local effects

were not significant, as they were in the Martin study.

Another hint of task-related effects is the relatively small

global advantage (mean = 51 msec) revealed in Experi

ment 2 compared with its counterpart derived from the

divided-attention task (mean = III msec) or the selective

attention task (mean = 100 msec) of Experiment lA. If

the identification process is particularly dependent on good

form, then even many-element patterns may suffer be

cause they do not have continuous contours. Although sug

gestive, these data do not clearly demonstrate that pat

tern goodness is uniquely important to processes

underlying pattern identification. Rather, the most salient

finding from these data and those in Experiment lA is

that good form predicts global precedence in both tasks.

Interference effects. Strong evidence for the early en

coding explanation for global information is the co

occurrence of a global advantage and an asymmetric in

terference effect favoring global (e.g., a global square in

terferes with processing a local diamond, but not vice

versa). The global-first claim is less supported if a global

advantage co-occurs with symmetric interference effects

(i.e., conflicting form information on the nonattended

level increased both global and local RT) or the occur

rence of a global advantage is independent of the inter

ference effects.

In these data, interference is shown by the consistency

effect, which is equal to the RT for inconsistent patterns

(e.g., large square made of small diamonds) minus RT

for consistent patterns (e.g., large square made of small

squares). As shown in Table 5, the RT for inconsistent

patterns was longer than for consistent ones in each stim

ulus set, and, on average, the RT to consistent patterns

(mean = 423 msec) was faster than the RT to inconsis

tent ones [mean = 455 msec; F(l,7) = 4O.81,p < .001].

The consistency effect was greater for global responses

than for local responses (41 msec vs. 22 msec), the op

posite to what would be predicted if global information

were interfering with local information, and not vice

versa; however, the interaction of type of trial and con-

sistency missed significance [F(I,7) = 5.09, P = .06].

The global and local consistency effects were nearly iden

tical in many-element patterns, whereas global consistency

effects were larger than local consistency effects in both

sparse and dense patterns; however, the interaction be

tween stimulus set, type of trial, and consistency was not

reliable [F(2,14) = 1.25, P = .32]. The occurrence of

a global advantage appeared to be independent of observed

consistency effects; all stimulus sets showed consistency

effects (F < 1), but only the many-element set showed

a global advantage in RT.

The co-occurrence of a global advantage and symmet

ric interference effects in many-element patterns is con

sistent with models of global precedence that posit only

a postperceptuallocus (Boer & Keuss, 1982; Miller, 1981)

or both an encoding and a postperceptual basis (Navon

& Norman, 1983; Ward, 1982).4 However, similar in

terference effects were also found in few-element patterns

that did not generate a global advantage, suggesting that

interference effects may be independent of those processes

underlying the global advantage (Lamb & Robertson,

1989; Robertson et al., 1988).

In sum, the key finding of Experiment 2 was that good

form determined global precedence in an identification

task as it did in the same-different task of Experiment lA.

Task-related effects such as the tendency toward local

precedence in few-element patterns were small and not

reliable. An examination of interference effects ruled out

a strict global-first explanation for the global advantage

but could not determine the encoding and postperceptual

processes that might contribute to a global advantage.

Clearly, the question of how pattern goodness affects

global precedence is not yet answered. One approach to

the problem is to combine the manipulation of good form

with the manipulation of a second stimulus factor-spatial

frequencies-believed to be associated with both Gestalt

phenomena (Carrasco, Figueroa, & Willen, 1986) and

global precedence (Navon, 1981). In the next experiment,

the effects of sparsity and spatial frequency on global

precedence were tested together to explore why a good

configuration generates a global advantage.

EXPERIMENT 3A

Recall that in Navon's explanation, the processing ad

vantage of global over local information results from its

relatively larger size or low spatial frequency content.

Psychophysical and physiological work has distinguished

two classes of visual mechanisms, selectively tuned to low

or high spatial frequencies (see Breitmeyer & Ganz, 1976,

or Todd & Van Gelder, 1979, for a discussion of tran

sient mechanisms; also see Livingstone & Hubel, 1987,

for a discussion of magnocellular pathways). Low

frequency tuned mechanisms are also known to conduct

information faster and to access exogenous attentional pro

cesses in the superior colliculus (Breitmeyer & Ganz,

1976) and the inferior parietal lobe (Bassi & Lehmkuhle,

1990). Although the fast-conduction feature of these

mechanisms implies that earlier encoding of global infor-



mation is possible, their involvement in attentional con
trol suggests that low frequencies could also attract at
tention to the global level. It should be noted that the
exogenous attentional process posited here may not be
under the perceivers' (or experimental task) control
(Muller & Rabbitt, 1989). Thus, there is no inherent con
flict between the results of Experiment 1A and the claim
that low spatial frequencies attract attention to global in
formation.

Three studies have demonstrated that spatial frequency
mechanisms are associated with global-local processing.
Shulman, Sullivan, Gish, and Sakoda (1986) showed that
a decrement in global performance followed adaptation
to a low-frequency grating but not to a high-frequency
grating. Another study by Shulman and Wilson (1987)
found that attention to the global level increased the de
tectability of a low-frequency grating, suggesting that at
tention to the spatial frequency band of the global level
may mediate the improved performance. Recently
Hughes, Fendrich, and Reuter-Lorenz (1990) demon
strated that contrast-balanced stimuli (without spatial fre
quencies below 3.0 cycles per degree [cpd]) failed to
generate global precedence.

The purpose of this experiment is to test the hypothe
sis that low spatial frequency mechanisms mediate the
relationship between good form and global precedence.
The identification task of Experiment 2 was used in the
current experiment, and the stimuli were adapted from
those of the many-element and sparse sets. (The dense
set provided little unique information and had smaller
global forms than the other two.) The patterns were low
pass fIltered with cutoff points at 1.0 and 1.75 cpd (high
spatial frequencies were removed) and highpass filtered
at 1.0 and 1.75 cpd (low spatial frequencies were re
moved). The 1.O-to-1.75-epd boundary range was based
on the findings of the Shulman and Wilson (1987) study,
in which attending to global patterns as large as the
squares and diamonds used in the present study enhanced
detection of a 0.5-cpd sinusoidal grating, whereas at
tending to the local level enhanced detection of gratings
above 2.0 cpd. Two cutoff points were used because it
was not known beforehand where the most discrimina
tive boundary between low-frequency-tuned and high
frequency-tuned channels might be. Evidence for these
particular values was also provided from single cell re
cordings in cats that were presented with a stationary
bar in the fovea (Ikeda & Wright, 1975a). Transient cells
predominantly responded to spatial frequencies of less
than 1 cpd but still showed some response up to 1.5 cpd,
whereas sustained cells responded across a wide range
of frequencies but showed peak responding from 1 to
2 cpd (Ikeda & Wright, 1975a). Using the 1.0 and
1.75 cpd cutoffs provided some assurance that the segre
gation of low- and high-frequency-tuned channels would
be achieved.

If low spatial frequencies mediate the enhanced process
ing of patterns with good form, then lowpass filtering
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should not reduce the global advantage in the many
element set nor create one in the sparse set. However,
highpass filtering at 1.0 and 1.75 cpd should eliminate
a global advantage in the many-element set and not pro
duce any effect in the sparse set.

Method

Subjects. The lowpass condition was performed by 8 subjects.

as was the highpass condition. Three subjects in each bandpass con

dition participated in only one condition. Five subjects participated

in both conditions in separate sessions conducted 10 to 15 days apart;

3 subjects performed the highpass condition first. and 2 subjects
performed the lowpass condition first. All of the subjects had par

ticipated in one or more of the previous experiments. The age range

was 24 to 46 years. As in the previous experiments, the subjects

reported normal or corrected vision and were paid $5 an hour for

their participation.

Apparatus. The stimuli were presented on an AppleColor high

resolution RGB monitor of a Macintosh Hcx. The screen resolu

tion was 640 dots horizontally x 480 dots vertically. and the mon

itor utilized an analog input format. The scan rates were 35.0 kHz

horizontally and 66.7 Hz vertically. The mean luminance of the

screen was 20 cd/m' . The Michelson contrast [(max luminance 
min luminance)/(max luminance + min luminance)l was .94. The

computer also controlled the randomization. presentation. timing.

and recording of the subjects' responses. The vieWing distance was

60 cm. The subjects registered their response by depressing either

of two computer keys. S (for square) and D (for diamond). The

mapping of the responses to the keys was held constant across tasks

and subjects. since square and diamond judgments were analyzed

together.
Stimuli. The original square-diamond patterns of the many

element and sparse sets were subjected to a Fourier analysis that

removed spatial frequencies above or below designated values. The

convolution was performed in the frequency domain. Frequencies

above or below each cutoff were attenuated in separate operations.

An inverse transform reconstructed the images. The filtered pat

terns were transformed to the appropriate format for display on the

Mac Hcx system. ~ Two lowpass versions of each stimulus figure

were created by removing frequencies above 1.0 and 1.75 cpd. Simi

larly, two highpass versions were generated by removing frequen

cies below 1.0 and I.75 cpd. Figure 2 shows a large diamond made

of small squares from the many-element and sparse sets after 10101'

pass filtering at 1.0 and 1.75 cpd. Figure 3 shows the same config

urations after highpass filtering at 1.0 and 1.75 cpd.

Design. The same identification task was used as in Experiment 2.
The lowpass and highpass conditions constituted two sub

experiments. Within each sub-experiment, the subjects identified

the global or local shape (square or diamond) of many-element and

sparse patterns in four separate blocks. Within each block, all four
combinations of squares and diamonds were shown equally often.

Furthermore, the 1.0- and 1.75-epd lowpass patterns were randomly

presented in a single block, as were the 1.0- and I.75-cpd high

pass forms. Each run contained 80 trials, permitting 10 repetitions

of each combination of shape for two levels of filtering. Thus. in

each sub-experiment (Iowpass and highpass). there were 320 trials

resulting from four trial blocks (global and local judgments for many
element and sparse patterns).

Procedure. The low- and highpass conditions were conducted

in separate sessions, each 30 min long. The order of presentation

of stimulus sets (many-element or sparse) and type of trial (global

or local) was counterbalanced within and across subjects.

A practice session containing eight trials preceded each block to

orient the subjects to the appropriate level and permit them some

familiarity with the images. No feedback was provided during prac-



tice. Each trial began with a small fixation point (a small star) for

I sec. The stimulus pattern immediately followed and remained on

until the subject responded.

Figure 2. A large diamond made of small squares from the
m a n y ~ l e m e n t set Oeft figures) and the sparse set (right figures) after
lowpass rlItering at 1.0 epd (top row) and at 1.7S epd (bottom row)
when viewed at approximately 60 em (arm's length).
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reliable [F(I,7) = 9.57, p < .02]. On average, the many

element set showed a 59-msec global advantage [F( 1,7) =
40.83, p < .001], whereas the sparse set showed a non

significant 6-msec global-local difference (F < 1). The

significant levels were sufficient for multiple follow-up

tests (modified Bonferroni test). These data show that

many-element patterns subjected to lowpass filtering re

tained the global advantage found in unfJ.ltered forms.

Moreover, the global-local difference in lowpass sparse

patterns was not reliable, also replicating the pattern of

results obtained with unfJ.ltered forms.

Some evidence for dependency between spatial frequen

cies and global-local processing within the 1.0 and

1.75 cpd range is revealed by the interaction between type

of trial and frequency cutoff [F(l ,7) = 8.56, p < .03].

Local processing times were slower as more high frequen

cies were removed [l.O-cpd frequency cutoff; F(l,7) =
21.53, p < .01], whereas global RTs showed little change

(F < I), suggesting that small bandpass changes of in

termediate spatial frequencies were sufficient to affect lo
cal processing but were unimportant to global process

ing. Adjustment by a modified Bonferroni procedure

showed that the reported significant levels were adequate.

The only other reliable effect was the main effect for type

of trial [F(I,7) = 33.68,p < .001], which showed that,

on average, local RT was slower than global RT. This

effect is probably subsumed by the previous interactions.

In summary, one prediction from the spatial frequency

hypothesis has been confirmed: Lowpass filtering of

square-diamond patterns did not disrupt the global ad

vantage found in the previous experiments. That is, many-

Results and Discussion
Lowpass figures. Error rates shown in Table 6 (top)

averaged 3.2 %. An ANOVA of the individual mean er

ror rates [subjects x stimulus set x type of trial (global

vs. local) x frequency cutoff] showed a marginally sig

nificant interaction for type of trial x frequency cutoff

[F(l ,7) = 5.50, p = .0514], indicating that the subjects

made more errors on patterns fJ.ltered at 1.75 cpd when

the patterns were sparse than they did on many-element

forms. Since RT was also faster for sparse 1.75-cpd pat

terns, the possibility of a speed-accuracy tradeoff was

considered further. If subjects maintain a decision crite

rion across a block of trials, thereby leading to speed-ac

curacy tradeoff, the error rates and RTs from each cell

should be correlated. The Pearson product-moment cor

relation on the eight mean values (two stimulus sets x

two types of trials X two frequency cutoffs) showed no

relationship between error rates and RTs (r = - .0005),

ruling out a speed-accuracy tradeoff in these data. Incor

rect trials were excluded from further analyses.

The correct mean RTs for global and local responses

to lowpass patterns are shown in Table 6 (top). Note that

many-element patterns showed a marked global advan

tage whereas sparse patterns did not. An ANOVA of the

individual mean RTs [subjects x stimulus set x type of

trial (global vs. local) x frequency cutoff] confirmed that

the interaction between stimulus set and type of trial was

Figure 3. A large diamond made of smaU squares from the many
element set Oeft figures) and the sparse set (right figures) after high
pass mtering at 1.0 epd (top row) and at 1.7S epd (bottom row) when
viewed at approximately 60 em (arm's length).
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Table 6
Mean Global and Local Response Times (RTs, in Milliseconds) for Patterns

Lowpass and Highpass Filtered at 1.00 and 1.75 cpd by Stimulus Set

Type of Trial
Global

Stimulus Cutoff Local Global Advantage*_.__ .

Set (cpd) M ER M ER M SE

Lowpass Filtered Patterns

Many 1.00 466 3.8% 401 3.2% 65t 23
1.75 459 1.9% 406 1.9% 53t 25

Mean 462 2.8% 403 2.6% 59t 9

Sparse 1.00 434 3.2% 416 2.9% 18 34
1.75 414 2.9% 420 5.7% -6 23

Mean 424 3.0% 418 4.3% 6 II

Highpass Filtered Patterns

Many 1.00 530 4.4% 508 2.2% 22 80
1.75 517 4.7% 523 2.5% -5 66

Mean 524 4.6% 516 2.4% 8 31

Sparse 1.00 549 2.5% 536 3.5% 13 70
1.75 536 3.2% 525 5.0% II 55

Mean 542 2.8% 530 4.2% 12 26
_._--

Note-ER = error rates. *Local RT minus global RT. tp< .02.

element patterns showed a reliable global advantage, but
sparse patterns did not. In addition, there was evidence

that local RT was more disrupted by removal of high spa

tial frequencies than was global RT.
Highpass forms. Error rates presented in Table 6 (bot

tom) averaged 3.5%. An ANOVA of the individual mean
error rates [subjects x stimulus set x type of trial (global
vs. local) x frequency cutoff] showed no reliable main
effects [F(I,7) < 4.76, p > .07, in all cases] or inter

actions [F(l, 7) < 1.91, p > .21, in all cases], indicat
ing that a speed-accuracy tradeoff was not occurring. In

correct trials were excluded.
The correct global and local RTs for highpass figures

are shown in Table 6 (bottom)6. Unlike in the lowpass

patterns, there was no evidence for a global advantage
in the many-element patterns. An ANOVA of the indi
vidual mean RTs [subjects x stimulus set X type oftrial

(global vs. local) x frequency cutoff] confirmed that the

interaction between stimulus set and type of trial was not
reliable (F < 1). In the many-element set, global RT was

8 msec faster than local RT (F < 1). Similarly, sparse
patterns showed a 12-msec global-local difference
(F < 1). None of the main effects (F < 1 in all cases)

and the other interactions [F(l,7) < 4.85, p > .06, in
all cases] were significant.

In summary, highpass patterns showed no reliable
global advantage, supporting the prediction that low spa
tial frequencies are necessary for a global precedence ef
fect to occur in many-element forms. As expected, remov

ing low spatial frequencies did not change the outcome
of the sparse set: Neither unfiltered or highpass sparse
patterns showed a global or a local advantage.

The hypothesis that low spatial mechanisms mediate the
association between pattern goodness and global prece
dence is supported by the findings that a global advan
tage occurred only in unfiltered patterns and in those with

intact low spatial frequencies. When the low-frequency
band (less than I cpd) was removed, the global advan
tage was lost. 7 Note that Navon had also appealed to a

spatial frequency explanation for global precedence. In
fact, he suggested that low spatial frequencies could fully
account for global precedence (Navon & Norman, 1983)

because the global form was always larger than the local

elements. The results from sparse patterns argue against
Navon's hypothesis. Although unfiltered and lowpass
filtered sparse patterns contained intact low-frequency
bands, a global advantage did not occur, suggesting that

low spatial frequencies are a necessary but not a suffi
cient determinant of global precedence.

The present results indicate that the goodness of the

global form is conducted by low spatial frequencies. An
examination of two-dimensional (2-D) amplitude spectra
of many-element and sparse patterns (from the Fourier
analysis) suggests a possible explanation for how pattern

goodness can be represented. The main characteristic dis
tinguishing squares and diamonds is the orientation of the
lines bounding the figure. Several studies have found that
early visual mechanisms are tuned not only to a narrow
band of spatial frequencies but also to a specific orienta
tion (e.g., Breitmeyer & Gantz, 1976; Graham, 1992;

Ikeda & Wright, 1975b). The claim that both dimensions
are necessary for the occurrence of a global precedence
effect is consistent with findings that maximal activation

of these mechanisms requires a unique combination of
both attributes (Greenlee & Magnussen, 1988; Hughes,
1986).8 In the 2-D spectra of many-element patterns, the

distribution of power within the low spatial frequency
band (greater than .5 cpd but less than I cpd) was con

centrated in the same orientation as the global pattern and
thus was distinctive. For sparse patterns, however, the
power was diffused and more ambiguous with respect to
orientation.
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To illustrate this distinction, the amplitude values of a

horizontal and diagonal cross-section were extracted from

the Fourier analysis of the many-element and sparse pat

terns used in Experiment lAo The values were multiplied

by their frequency to amplify the low power of the higher

frequencies and were combined into four groups on the

basis of the stimulus set and the global form (within each

stimulus set, patterns with the same global form but dif

ferent local forms were combined): many-element, global

squares; many-element, global diamonds; sparse, global

squares; and sparse, global diamonds. In Figure 4, the

combined amplitude values are shown for the horizontal

and diagonal dimension for each group. The plots are re

stricted to low spatial frequencies (less than 1 cpd), since

the observed orientation differences only occurred in this

range. Note that in many-element patterns, relative am

plitude above 0.5 cpd is greater in the orientation con

gruent with the global form. But in sparse forms, the dis

tribution of amplitude is more ambiguous with respect to

the orientation of the global form. However, the values

from 0.1 to .4 cpd, particularly in the sparse plots, do

not fully support this observation. But inconsistencies in

this range may not be perceptually salient because the

lower limit of the contrast sensitivity function in the hu

man visual system is 0.5 cpd.

The present findings are consistent with this analysis.

If there is no low-frequency input (i.e., highpass patterns),

or the low-frequency input contains insufficient orienta

tion information (i.e., sparse figures), then visual mech

anisms responsible for transmitting blobs or directing at

tention may be inactive and a global advantage cannot

occur. The global and local shapes are recognizable in

both instances, but the processing advantage for global

information does not occur.

A reasonable prediction from this conclusion is that the

perceived pattern goodness of many-element patterns

should vary with its spatial frequency content. The next

experiment examined whether the subjects would judge
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Figure 4. TwlHlimensionai amplitude plots of many- and few-i!lement patterns grouped by
global form. The plotted values are a horizontal and right diagonal cross-section of spatial fre
quencies lower than 1 cpd extracted from the Fourier analyses of the unfiltered square-diamond
figures.



many-element configurations as more recognizable when

they contained only low frequencies than when they con

tained only high frequencies.

EXPERIMENT 3B

Experiment 3A has shown that a global advantage re

quires both a "good" global form and the presence of

low spatial frequencies. It was posited that pattern good

ness (orientation input) might be conveyed by low

frequency mechanisms. It follows, then, that many

element patterns should be judged as less" good" if low

spatial frequencies were removed. Removing high spa

tial frequencies, however, should not affect the perceived

goodness of the global form. Similar but opposite pre

dictions can be made for the local form. Removing high

spatial frequencies should reduce the perceived pattern
goodness of local forms, whereas removing low spatial

frequencies should have little effect.

Method
Subjects. The subjects were 8 paid adults who reported normal

or correct-to-normal vision. All had participated in one or more

of the previous experiments and 5 had performed the goodness

rating task of Experiment IA. The age range was 24 to 44 years.

Stimuli. Three types of many-element patterns were used in this

experiment: (I) unfiltered forms, shown in Figure I, (2) lowpass

forms filtered at 1.75 cpd, shown in Figure 2, and (3) highpass

forms filtered at 1.75 cpd, shown in Figure 3.

Design. Global and local goodness ratings were obtained by the
same method used in Experiments IA. On each trial, the subjects

were informed of the upcoming shape by the words "square" or

"diamond" centered near the top of the screen for I sec. A pair

of stimulus patterns that differed only in spatial frequency compo

sition were then presented. The subjects chose which pattern had

the better shape. All combinations of the three stimulus types were

presented equally often, with the left-right position of the pair

counterbalanced across trials. The goodness rating task had 80 trials

and was presented twice to obtain global and local judgments.

Procedure. The apparatus and set up were identical to Experi

ment 3A. The subjects were shown examples of the stimulus pat

terns and given a practice run of 12 trials before the experimental

data were collected. The level of focus was counterbalanced across

subjects. The subjects pressed the "X" key to choose the display
on the left or the "." key to choose the display on the right.

Results and Discussion
The global form containing low spatial frequencies was

judged as easier to encode. Unfiltered patterns were

judged as easier to encode than highpass forms 82 % of

the time. Moreover, lowpass patterns were judged as eas

ier to encode than highpass forms 80% of the time. These

values exceeded chance in both instances [t(7) = 6.43,

P < .001, and t(7) = 3.36, p < .02, respectively]. By

contrast, when comparing unfJ.ltered and lowpass patterns,

the subjects were equally likely to choose the lowpass

forms (55% of the trials) or the unfiltered forms (t < 1).

In sum, both unfiltered and lowpass patterns were rated

higher in patterns goodness than were highpass forms,

supporting the hypothesis that the recognizability of global
information is determined by low-frequency form infor

mation.
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The local form containing high spatial frequencies was

judged as easier to encode. Unfiltered patterns were

chosen as easier to recognize 100% of the time when com

pared with lowpass forms. By contrast, the subjects chose

the unfiltered patterns on 68 % of the trials when the pat

terns were compared with highpass forms, but this dif

ference did not exceed chance [t(7) = 1.97, P = .09].
When the subjects compared low and highpass forms, they

chose highpass patterns 94 % of the time [t(7) = 5.33,

P < .01]. The equivalence in pattern goodness between

the local forms of unfiltered and highpass patterns sug

gests that the recognizability of the local elements involved

spatial frequencies above 1.75 cpd.

The findings of Experiment 3A can be explained by the

present results. A global advantage occurred only in global

patterns perceived as having good form. Furthermore, the

perception of global good form appeared to be conveyed

by the low spatial frequency band of the stimulus.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

This series of experiments demonstrated the dependence

of global precedence on the goodness of the pattern, which

in turn relies on low spatial frequencies. Contrary to the

Navon study (1983), a global advantage is eliminated

when the number of local elements is sparse. The small

size of Navon's stimuli could account for the preserva

tion of a global advantage in his few-element patterns.

Patterns as small as those used by Navon yielded a reli

able global advantage whether they were made of eight

or four local elements. Furthermore, the subjects' ratings

indicated that the local shapes of small patterns were hard

to discriminate, thereby enhancing the global advantage

even when the global form was poor.

The global advantage shown by the "good," many

element patterns was eliminated when low spatial frequen

cies were removed, suggesting that low-frequency-tuned

visual mechanisms convey information about pattern

goodness. It is possible that the perception of good form

in these patterns may be associated with the distinctive

ness of low-frequency orientation information. The

removal of high frequencies did not interfere with the

generation of a global advantage. As predicted, the sub

jects' ratings of the pattern goodness of many-element con

figurations reflected the spatial frequency manipulation:

Forms with low spatial frequencies were rated higher than

those with only high spatial frequencies. Although the

presence oflow-frequency information is necessary, it is

not sufficient for a global precedence effect. The co

occurrence of good form and low spatial frequencies was

required to elicit a global advantage.

Much research on global precedence has centered on

two controversies: (l) the robustness of the effect and

(2) the locus (stage-of-processing) for the effect. This

study provides new evidence that global precedence ef

fects are robust. The effects of sparsity on the global ad

vantage were replicated in an identification task and in

a same-different task, whether attention was unrestricted

or focused on one level with an instruction to ignore the
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-Global advantage equals local RT minus global RT.

Table 7
Mean Global Advantage- (in Milliseconds) for Square and Diamond

Configurations by Stimulus Set and Experiment

other. On the other hand, the present data do not resolve

the stage-of-processing question. The symmetric interfer

ence effects of Experiment 2 rule out a strict early en

coding model and suggest a combination of faster encod

ing and postperceptual processes. The roughly uniform

interference effects in all stimulus sets regardless of the

co-occurrence of a global advantage suggest that inter

ference effects might be independent of the global advan

tage, in which case the locus issue becomes wholly in

determinate in these data.
There is an alternative perceptual explanation for the

observed association between good form and global prece

dence. It is possible that many-element patterns generate

a strong axis that entrains the local elements (see Marr,

1982, p. 327). The vertical/horizontal axes of the square

configurations would not alter the perceived orientation

oflocal elements. But in diamond configurations, the di

agonal axes can render the local elements ambiguous and

slow local processing time to create an apparent global

precedence effect. The highpass filtered, many-element

patterns might not show this effect if low spatial frequen

cies mediate the entrainment (see Carrasco et al., 1986,

for an example of the role of low frequencies in other

Gestalt phenomena). To test for this possibility, the data

in Experiments lA, 2, and 3A were recoded by the global

configuration and reanalyzed to determine if only many

element, diamond configurations show a global advan

tage. The global advantage for square and diamond con

figurations in each stimulus set and experiment is shown

in Table 7. Separate analyses for each experiment showed

that square as well as diamond configurations yielded a

reliable global advantage for many-element forms (except

when highpass filtered). 9 Local form ambiguity might ex

plain why the global advantage in the many-element pat

terns of Experiment 1 was about 65 msec larger in dia

mond as opposed to square configurations. But this effect

was not replicated in Experiments 2 and 3A, and a simi

larly larger global advantage also occurred in sparse pat

terns even though the sparse configurations were not pre

dicted to entrain local forms. The important result of these
analyses is that local form ambiguity cannot wholly ac

count for the effects of sparsity on global precedence.

Experiment

2

3

Filter

Lowpass

Highpass

Configuration

Stimulus Set Square Diamond

Many 81 148

Sparse -7 65

Dense 22 -15

Many 45 57

Sparse -6 -28

Dense -5 -45

Many 60 59

Sparse 21 -10

Many 9 6

Sparse 19 5

In summary, a processing advantage for global infor

mation seems to depend on the goodness of the global con

figuration, and this information is conveyed by low spa

tial frequencies. The conjunction of both stimulus

attributes, goodness and low spatial frequency informa

tion, may be required to activate fast-conducting visual

mechanisms tuned to low spatial frequencies. However,

the faster encoding of low-frequency information may be

secondary to its capacity to attract processing resources.
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NOTES

1. In Experiment 1 of the Navon and Norman (1983) study, subjects

showed a slightly larger global advantage when they performed a divided

versus a selective-attention task.
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2. The observed redundancy gain could be interpreted in two ways:

(I) global and local information are encoded in parallel and contribute

to a joint decision process (interlevel facilitation), and (2) local infor

mation is occasionally encoded faster than global information. These

alternatives were tested by calculating the cumulative density functions

for each stimulus set (see Miller, 1981, for a full description of these

procedures). In this analysis, the cumulative probability of the fastest

values for trials with global and local differences was compared with

the fastest values for trials having either global or local differences. In

all cases, there was no reliable advantage for differences at both levels

compared with differences on one level alone. In short, these data do

not show interlevel facilitation but support the claim that local process

ing is sometimes faster than global processing.

3. Although experienced subjects were aware that the overall objec

tive of the study was to examine factors that influence pattern recogni

tion, they were not told the specific predictions concerning the manipu

lation of sparsity, attention, or type of response required.

4. The trend shown by few-element patterns-small, unreliable local

precedence effects and a tendency toward more local interference with

global than vice versa-invites speculation that encoding differences (as

determined by consistency effects) might account for local processing

time.

5. The images were not corrected for the nonlinearity of the monitor.

6. The longer RT found in the highpass condition might suggest that

highpass patterns were inherently more difficult to process than were

lowpass patterns. However, the higher mean RT can be attributed to

the 3 subjects who only performed the highpass condition. The pattern

of results was the same for the slow subjects as it was for the 5 others.

Moreover, replication studies with a new sample showed similar mean

RT in the low- and highpass patterns.

7. The lowpass and highpass data were reanalyzed together to test

whether the subjects who performed in both conditions differed from

those who performed in only one condition. Although all subjects had

participated in one or more previous experiments, it is possible that carry

over effects from experience with the alternate bandpass condition con

founded the results. An ANOVA was performed on the individual mean

global advantage in many-element and sparse forms x the between

subject factors, bandpass condition and experience. The results yielded

no significant main and interaction effects for experience [F(I,12) <
2.77, P > .13]. Both experienced and inexperienced subjects showed

a global advantage only in lowpass, many-element patterns.

8. These data do not rule out other stimulus factors that could affect

global precedence. Ward (1983) suggested that any factor that changes

the relative discriminability between global and local information will

influence which level shows processing dominance. Apart from manipu

lations of size (spatial frequency) or good form (orientation), global-local

processing is sensitive to changes in brightness (Boer & Keuss, 1982;

Hughes, Layton, Baird, & Lester, 1984) and variation in the similarity

relations between the target and distractor shapes (Lamb & Robertson,

1989).

9. The divided- and selective-attention data were combined and error

rate data were excluded, since these added little new information. The

details of these analyses are omitted here but may be obtained from the

author.
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